Fact Finding Mission De Groenen 21st/22nd June 2017
Utrecht, Amsterdam, Den Haag, Netherlands

EGP Committee participants:
- Secretary General: Mar Garcia
- Country responsibles: Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield and Evelyne Huytebroeck
EGP Secretariat:
Member parties’ relations assistant – Vesna Jusup

Introduction
The Fact Finding Mission was organised with the aim to evaluate the situation and relations
of EGP with De Groenen.
The EGP Committee committed to do so, due to the internal conflict in De Groenen. Since
January 2017 the party is split into two factions – both claiming legitimacy in decision
making, authorisation of the bank account and membership management.
As the party leadership and ownership is in dispute, they could not nominate legitimate
representatives for several EGP statutory events, such as the Congress (March 2017 Liverpool, UK) and the Party Leaders meeting (20 June 2017 - Brussels, BE).
Second landmark for this visit was connected to the fact De Groenen did not participate in
the last national elections held on 15th March 2017, yet again not being part of the national
electoral process. De Groenen failed to collect 1000 signatures that were needed for the
registration of contenders. Last elections and campaign done were in 2014 for the European
elections. The party has not participated in national elections since 1998. Reports of general
lack of activity and possible expansion of the internal conflict to a civic court, triggered this
Fact-Finding mission to take place.
This was the 2nd visit to De Groenen. The first was organised on 17th March 2017, after the
conflict escalated and was brought to the first level authorities – Chamber of Commerce.

FFM - Meetings with:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

De Groenen 1: Jozef van Kessel, Jolanda Verburg, Ronald Schonberger
De Groenen 2: Otto ter Haar, Tom Bakkers
Pirate party NL
Mieke van der Vegt – International secretary of GroenLinks (GL)
Lot van Hooijdonk – Utrecht vice-mayor, GL
Jasper Blom, University of Amsterdam – Faculty of political science,
GL
G. Milieudefensie, Friends of the Earth NL
H. Maarten van den Bosch, Ministry of Foreign affairs. “#SheDecides” task force
EGP Committee met with different stakeholders in order to get a better insight in the political
scene of The Netherlands, to understand the gravity of the Green politics and influence and
prospects that Green political stakeholders have.
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The visit was done after the general elections (held on 15th March) and government formation
negotiations were still in progress.
Findings:
From the Greens perspective, the last elections have been seen as a success due to the
electoral results of GroenLinks, raising its share in the Parliament from 2,33 to 9,1%. The
GroenLinks party profile, leadership and main positions are well established and
recognised by the general public and other political actors.
Current governmental negotiations are in its 3rd round and GroenLinks just decided to
withdraw from the negotiations. Whereas this move means that the new government will
not include Greens, it received public support (according to our correspondents).
They have also explained Dutch politics as coalition politics, where small parties do have
a chance to push for one-topic projects, can have influence on a political agenda and
reach out to citizens and build further their presence in a political scene. For example: the
Pirate party is active on Data protection and Commons and is in a process of internal
primaries for the local elections which are coming up next year. Their membership more
than tripled in the last few years and they are now organising a youth wing.
NGOs we have meet highlighted that, despite the general opinion on fairly good
environmental policies in The Netherlands, there are many critical issues that require
political action from the Government, local authorities, civil society. They have stressed
the issues of air pollution, fossil addicted economy, transport infrastructure and food
quality. Milieudefensie pointed out the need for the environmental/climate law.
When asked about their analyses of the Green forces within Dutch politics, the main
focus of conversation was GroenLinks. Asked specifically about De Groenen, Friends of
the Earth/Milieudefensie recalled having communication with them previously, but were
not aware of De Groenen’s existence nor activity in the last decade. The Pirate party,
which was the coalition partner of De Groenen in the 2014 European elections, said that
their plans do not foresee concrete coalitions for now, but if so, would say that there are
a lot of small parties that occupy niche for small parties that are active.

Meeting with EGP Member parties:
Since EGP’s initial visit in March 2017, the internal conflict in De Groenen has not been
solved. The matter of official representation dispute is still within Chamber of Commerce,
where both factions registered latest Council decisions and new board election, that they
organised in parallel.
Meetings with De Groenen:
1. Board members: Jozef van Kessel, Jolanda Verburg, Ronald Schönberger (Utrecht)
- Conflict not possible to bridge with dialogue
- Preparing taking to civic court the case of ownership but also Otto as an individual
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-

-

There are conflicting minutes from the board/council meetings concerning some of
the previous issues disputed within the De Groenen Board
Their faction would like to run for 2018, local elections (Amsterdam, Eindhoven) and
Water board elections. However, this might be administratively and resource wise
impossible if the conflict does not get settled
De Groenen does not have lots of members but provides opportunity to several
people to promote Green ideas in their local communities
Ronald Schönberger is only elected representative of De Groenen, within the Water
board authority, in shared mandate with the Pirate party representative
Have understand that EGP membership responsibilities and criteria are not met in a
stage that De Groenen is

2. Board: Chair Otto ter Haar and Tom Bakkers (Amsterdam)
- Said they will run in local election only in Amsterdam, have no doubts regarding
timeline and legal case
- No specific program for the elections will be developed (nor ever is), but during the
campaign party they are using the general Political platform
- Asked for the local elections’ priorities (March 2018) they mentioned park
infrastructures
- No concrete activity plan nor party development strategy exists nor are envisioned
Meetings with GroenLinks:
- Mieke van der Vegt – International secretary of GroenLinks (GL)
- Lot van Hooijdonk – Utrecht vice-mayor, GL
- Jasper Blom, University of Amsterdam – Faculty of political science, GL Amsterdam
-

-

Short exchange about governmental negotiations and GL decision to leave the
process. As explained this has been a major move that left no prospects of Green
being part of next Government. Nevertheless, reactions were mainly positive and polls
are stable.
There is surge in membership since last general elections
Party is in parallel preparing for local elections (March 2018) drafting priority topics
and target communities
In Utrecht, GL are in the city government and have vice-mayor. She pointed out that
they are working on several projects that all target quality of life and life standards,
raising social inclusion economic productivity, sustainable planning. Challenges are
seen within housing /gentrification, social inclusion.

There have been several interactions between De Groenen and GroenLinks in the past but
no concrete cooperation was ever done. GroenLinks shared the political and media scene
with small parties during national elections but De Groenen has not been among them for
a while.

Conclusions and recommendations:
Political life of The Netherlands is very diverse and dynamic. There seems to be a lot of
space for Green politics to develop, mobilise and deliver. GroenLinks results on the last
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national elections, the work done by their local councilors, the surge in membership,
shows that the Green agenda is attractive for the voters and needed for the country.
The EGP Committee should closely follow the political developments in The Netherlands,
put its resources available where needed and wanted for further promotion of the Green
agenda through its local contacts. As well, we should use local lessons and share
examples as resource to other members within the EGP.
Based on the presented facts and testimonies, De Groenen seems to be reduced to a
handful membership, its activity depends solely on a few individuals and their activism
within the local communities. Party program is narrowly focused and with an
underdeveloped structure. De Groenen give the impression to be more of impression of a
an advocacy group//Green club than a national wide political party. The Party is at the
moment, now already for more than half a year, complete paralysed by the internal
conflict and is carrying two parallel structures. There is no foreseeable end of the conflict
or reconciliation plan proposed by either side. Even more concerning is that the current
conflict aggravated a long term trend of plummeting membership numbers. They are low
in any political recognition and there is a lack of ideas, plans and concrete long-term
visions and strategies both for the party itself and for the Netherlands.
De Groenen are not a credible active political party – and more so - have not been that for
a (very) long time. The recommendation to the EGP Committee is to examine in detail the
De Groenen compliance with the EGP membership criteria and to propose to the Karlstad
Council in November 2017 to withdraw their membership.
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